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Attainable
modernism
Life is all about movement and
change. With an eye on the future,
Groupe Lacasse created NEX,
a collection whose design pushes
back the established boundaries of
modernism by incorporating innovative
functionalities. The line’s asymmetry
and varying volumes and proportions
will appeal to your style and meet
your needs. The future is here and
within reach.

Increased versatility
NEX is quintessentially multipurpose. Desks are designed to satisfy
all expectations: the asymmetrical work surface and adjustable height
create perfectly integrated meeting areas. There is space for storage
and wireless device charging under the desk on the asymmetrical side,
while a storage unit and open bookcase with thin metal shelving
complement the arrangement, creating a bold, contemporary look.
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active
collaboration

Perfect balance
NEX also maximizes productivity by integrating
into the individual space a modern, ergonomic
and practical collaborative work area: no need
to change rooms or encroach on your own
workspace. All components—including storage,
benches and media panels for flat screens—
work in harmony, creating a perfect balance
for all your professional activities.
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scalable
architecture

Unique concept
The innovative NEX collection is distinctive
because of its flexible modular architecture
that lets you combine various surfaces, storage
units and accessories to create an arrangement
that’s perfectly suited to your needs.
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System
ingenuity
NEX’s truly smart design multiplies
your options, thanks to its floating
surfaces that combine with a series
of open or closed storage units and
multiple drawers.
Because the difference is in the
details, every aspect of the collection’s
architecture is well thought-out, from
the glossy finish on the doors to the
stylish full-size aluminum handles.
You’ll also appreciate the slow-close
option for drawers and doors.
Plus NEX’s unique metal legs hide an
ingenious integrated levelling system
under the work surface.
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dynamic
spaces

Optimizing collaboration
Areas for collaborative work are essential in today’s fast-paced work
environment. That’s why the NEX collection offers forward-looking
solutions that will foster discussion: they include desks for private offices
and shared workspaces, as well as meeting tables.
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Congenial
environments
Need to maximize teamwork and
communication? Set up common
areas with NEX collection benches,
bistro tables and media panels for flat
screens. You’ll love the clean lines
and modern, urban design.
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Office Furniture Solutions
Founded in 1956, Groupe Lacasse is a North American leader in the design, manufacture and
service of a broad range of high-quality furniture products for all types of work environments. We
have the experience, expertise and capability to deliver incomparable design, exceptional quality,
optimum service and outstanding value in Office Furniture Solutions.
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NEX has achieved GREENGUARD GOLD Certification.
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